www.slateshaketile.com
The world’s most enduring Western Red Cedar roofing material
was made by nature. Cedar. For years manufacturers have tried to
duplicate the natural beauty and durability of cedar shakes and
shingles. While imitation is flattering, it does not approach the
integrity of the original. Cedar is prized for its natural beauty and
durability in tough climate conditions. At Worth, we have invested
years in identifying and partnering with only the mills that
consistently produce quality shakes and shingles.

HANDSPLIT AND RESAWN CEDAR SHAKES
These shakes are handsplit and resawn, then each shake is edge trimmed to give you a high quality roof. Our
Handsplit Cedar Shakes Deliver a stunning roof while providing superior quality for longevity. Hand-split shakes are
perfect for traditional homes due to the rough look of the split shake. Worth carries a range of shake products to fit any
budget. You will receive only the most technical and honest information to make sure that your next job runs smoothly.

CEDAR SHINGLES
The term “Perfection” refers to all red and yellow cedar shingles that are 18”, in length, in all grades. Perfection
shingles are 0.45” thick. Western Red Cedar and Alaskan Yellow Cedar 18” Perfections are the most common shingle
and are used in many markets around the world. Call Worth for roofing and sidewall projects to receive top quality
products.

Composite Rubber Shingles
Shake and Slate Profiles
Easy install

Green

•
•
•

Wide panels for quick installation (Euro heavy: 36" wide, EuroLite: 40" wide)

•
•

10" (Euro heavy) and 7 5/8" (EuroLite) exposure requires fewer courses

•
•
•
•

Installed using 1 3’4” EG Coil Roofing Nails
Self-aligning panels (both vertical and horizontal) make installation quick,
with no need to re-snap chalk lines to check alignment
Lightweight (Euro heavy weighs 330 lbs/sq, EuroLite weighs ~235 lbs/sq)

Primarily composed of rubber from recycled tires
Approximately 95% recycled content
Possesses LEED point attributes
Long life span eliminates waste from roof tear-offs

The Best Value in Composite Roofing

Durable

•

Limited lifetime warranty, 50 years non-prorated, transferable to a second
owner

•
•
•

Hail: class 4 impact rating (best), homeowner insurance discount eligible
Wind: passed 106 MPH wind-driven rain test
Maintenance and worry free: will not warp, rot, crack or blister; mold, mildew
and insect resistant; extremely hail resistant

Worth
1310-B Charles R Jonas Highway
Mount Holly, NC 28120
(phone) 704-882-9931
(fax) 704-882-0955
Ask about our certified
installer program!!!

Justin Mann
Sales
justin@worthsupply.com
(mobile) 704-661-7709

Rob Miller
Sales
rob@worthsupply.com
704-882-9931

Clay Roofing Tiles

Natural Roofing Slate

Worth represents some of the finest lines of domestic and imported roofing tiles in the industry. With new and reclaimed
clay tile options, Worth has a solution for every residential and commercial roofing project to fit any budget. We will take
the details and run with them through project completion. From take-offs to mock-ups, design consultations to site visits,
Worth has your next clay roofing tile project handled!!!

1310-B Charles R. Jonas Highway
Mount Holly, NC 28120
(phone) 704-882-9931
(fax) 704-882-0955
www.slateshaketile.com

Premium Slate Imported from Spain
Domiz -

Domiz Slate is quarried from the Rozadais geological formation within the province of Orense in
north-west Spain. The geological composition of the Domiz slate demonstrates a range of properties that make it
suitable for high-performance roofing slates. Domiz Slate is Spain’s closest equivalent to the now defunct Ffestiniog
Welsh quarry. If you are looking for a slightly greyer finish to your roof, Domiz by Worth is the perfect choice. It’s Rich
Blue-Grey overtones, coupled with a deep, bold texture, give you a stunning finish every time.

Del Carmen -

A true geological slate exhibiting a range of properties that make it highly suitable for use as
roofing slate. The quarry is situated about 3 miles west of the village of La Bana in the Cabrera Mountains, Spain
approximately 4750 feet above sea level. An unfading black slate, Del Carmen has a distinctive texture, noted for
longitudinal grain. It’s blue-black color is 100% natural and will not fade or change color even in the harshest
conditions.
All Natural Slates by SSQ carry a 100 year guarantee eliminating risk from your next slate roofing project!

As a principle and from the very beginning, LA ESCANDELLA has constantly included the latest technological innovations in the manufacturing
process. Thanks to these measures, the company has the most advanced installations in the market with a completely automated manufacturing
process leading to one of the greatest output capacities on a worldwide scale. Two of the tile factories with the highest manufacturing capacity
worldwide are owned by La Escandella. This allows them quickly and flexibly to meet the requirements of the markets where our company operates.
This may be easily proved by our capacity to meet the agreed deadlines in the supply of our product regardless of the location or scale of the project.
Our factories are one of the main reasons for La Escandella’s latest growth and success. Rigorous and consistent quality con trol measures are carried
out on each piece throughout the manufacturing process. The tiles manufactured by La Escandella exceed the International Stan dards for the ceramic
industry. New designs meeting the real market needs and requirements are constantly created; pieces are specifically developed regarding the project
climate, country and requirements.

Buckingham Slate
Buckingham Slate is a superior roofing slate due to its resistance to acids, low absorption
rate, genuine unfading qualities and extra long lifespan. Buckingham has been quarried
and always will be quarried in the USA. In fact, it has been continuously quarried since the
late 1700’s in the Arvonia area of Buckingham County, Virginia. It is derived from natural
stone of exceptional enduring qualities and has proven its permanent nature by continuous
use of roofs for over 150 years without signs of fading or decay. Buckingham Slate is
assurance to architects and owners that their building will receive a lifetime of protection and
that the beauty that they build into their structure will be preserved. Many consider it the
finest slate on earth. Most roofing products are not manufactured to last more that 20
years; however, Buckingham Slate roofs routinely last five times longer with minimal repair
and maintenance needs. From an environmental standpoint, that is five times less roofing
that will end up in your local landfill.

•
•
•
•
•

Custom-cut slate available
Lift and Relay - Preservation
Affordable Luxury
Green, Green, Green!!!
In many cases, over 100 years or service
remaining

Lightweight Slate Solution
There is no better way to increase the value of your investment on a home or building than
making a major improvement to the property. The roof is clearly in that category. If it’s time
to replace that old cedar shake roof or even asphalt shingles, you should consider
the benefits of slate – the most elegant (yet durable) route you can take. But, installing a
traditional slate roof can pose a few problems with structural parameters and expenses.
SlateTec is the solution! Our patented installation design allows for maximum slate beauty
with minimum material used. SlateTec makes it possible to now have a genuine slate roof in
the design phase of a new home without adding the extra materials for the structural
upgrades that would normally be needed to carry the weight.

Curved Roof Tile

The Large ‘S’ is an economical roofing tile designed to mimic the look of the traditional 2-piece
mission tile. With a lower price tag and less
pieces per square, this S tile is the perfect option.

La Escandella’s Curved Roof Tile is a beautiful mission style 2 piece system with finishes
that put you and your design straight into the
Mediterranean!

Flat Roof Tile

Planum Tile

Also known as a French tile, this product is perfect A simple yet elegant tile for multiple design
for matching existing architecture. A distinctive
criteria. From contemporary applications to
roof at a very impressive price point.
mountain retreats, Planum is clean, elegant,
and affordable.

Visum Tile
The perfect option for your next client who wants the
look of a shingle tile at a significantly reduced price
for both material and labor - without sacrificing
design and functionality!

Reclaimed and Historic Roofing Slate
Reclaimed Slate is one of the most exciting roofing options in the industry today! At Worth, we
provide a truly unique roof at an unexpected price point. These slates hold a story, a history
that simply cannot be duplicated by modern manufacturing. By aiding Worth in saving
these products from the landfill, you are helping to continue and relish the history of a
time long forgotten. Reclaimed roofing Products are perfect solutions for all project types:

Mixed 'S' Roof Tile Large

Reclaimed Roofing Tiles
Worth stocks over 1000 squares of hundreds of
different historic, reclaimed, and obsolete roofing tiles for your
next project:

•
•
•
•
•

Custom Homes
Match Existing - Additions/Repairs
Outdoor Living—Hundreds of options in small quantities
Historic Renovations - Most in stock
Custom Design

